
CHAPTER II

LUMINESCENCE OF THE OCTAHEDRAL URANATE GROUP

1. INTRODUCTION

The luminescence of the hexavalent uranium ion coordinated by

oxygen ions has been investigated frequently. Many years ago

Kroger has given a long list of luminescent uranium-activated

oxides (1). A great deal of attention has been paid to the uranyl

2+ 2—
ion, U0o (2-7), whereas the luminescence of tetrahedral UO. (8-11)

I A

and octahedral UO- groups has been investigated more incidentally (12-15),

The coordination number of hexavalent uranium in oxides seems to be

an important factor that determines the luminescence properties of

uranium-activated oxides. It has been suggested, for example, that

the emission colour of the luminescence depends on the coordination

2-Ï
number: Blasse has ascribed red uranium emission to UO, groups and green

emission to U0_ or UO, groups (13). The choice between the two

latter groups is difficult since often the coordination number is

not known for the materials that have been investigated.

In 1955 Runciman has ascribed for the first time green uranium

luminescence to the presence of UO, groups (14,15). In some of

his samples the introduction of U into the host lattice requires

charge compensation. As a consequence the surroundings of the

luminescent centre in these samples are not known with certainty.

However, Runciman has also mentioned the green emission of UO,

in compounds like Ba„CaUO, and Ca_UO,, where nowadays the presence of



i

I
uranate octahedra is taken for granted (16,17). \

In this chapter we describe the luminescence of U -activated jj

oxides with general formula A ^ B ' O ^ , where A and B are divalent and J

B' is a hexavalent cation. This type of compounds has the ordered jj

perovskite structure which has been depicted in fig.l. In the ideal jj

s

case the lattice can be described as a cubic close-packing of oxygen |

and A ions in the ratio 3:1. The B and B' ions occupy the octahedral 'i

holes formed by the oxygen ions. The distribution of B and B' ions :

is ordered in such a way that perpendicular to the [ill] direction jj

of the close-packing there are layers' which contain B and B' ions J

alternately. Usually the real structure can be described by a slight I

deformation from the ideal one.

The hexavalent uranium ion (on B' sites) shows efficient luminescence

in this crystal structure as has been mentioned by Runciman (15),

Natansohn (18) and ourselves (12). We have used the advantages of ;|

compounds with this lattice in two ways. In the first place use I
'I

is made of the simplicity and high symmetry of this lattice to give j:

a more detailed picture of the emission of the uranate octahedron. jj

This is the contents of this chapter. In the second place we have g

use' the fact that many elements can be used as the A,B and B' |

species in A^B'O, to study the influence of the surroundings of the |

uranate octahedron on its luminescence properties. These results I
B

will be discussed in chapter III. I



Fig . l . The ordered perovskite structure of compounds A„BB'O,.

open circles : 0

large, hatched circles : A

black circles : B

small, dotted c ircles : B'



2 . EXPERIMENTAL ?

i
All measurements were performed on powdered samples. The uranium- '»

15
M

activated tungstates were prepared by firing intimate mixtures of |

high-purity compounds for a few hours at 1300 °C in an oxygen atmosphere. I

For the uranium-activated tellurates this temperature was 1100 °C. isI
Starting materials were high-purity BaCO^, SrCO^, CaC03, basic |5
magnesium carbonate, ZnO, CdO, W0 3 > TeO2 and uranylacetate. Samples |
were checked by X-ray analysis on a Philips diffractometer using I

j
Cu-Ka radiation. i

Excitation spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer MPF-2A jf

spectrofluorimeter. These spectra were corrected for monochromator f

transmission and the intensity of the excit ing radiation. This was fi

obtained by recording an excitation spectrum of liumogen,the quantum |

efficiency of which is nearly independent of the exciting wavelength 8
i

up to about 460 nm (19). The sample was mounted in a liquid helium |

flow cryostat (Oxford CF 100). The temperature could be adjusted if

between LHeT and RT by varying the flow rate. This low-temperature |

equipment was also available for the decay time measurements. These

were carried out as described in chapter V.

Diffuse reflection spectra were recorded or. a Perkin-Elmer

EPS/3T double-beam spectrophotometer against a Mg',0 white standard.

In order to avoid the disturbing influence of luminescence a filter

BG 12 was placed in the sample beam. This filter transmits only in

the absorbing region of the samples. Corrections were made by recording

MgO with this filter against the MgO standard. The reflection of



the f i l t e r was also accounted for.

The concentration dependent measurement of the emission intensity

was performed on a home-made equipment. A tungsten lamp in combination

with a Beckmann monochromator provided the wavelength to excite

directly into the uranate groups (excitation wavelength about 350 nm).

The emission intensity was detected by a photomultiplier type

RCA 4463, along with a K3 f i l ter of Balzers. The signal was lock-in

amplified.

The emission spectrum depicted in f i g . 2 , was recorded at Philips

Research Laboratories by courtesy of Dr. A. Bril on a Spex 1700

monochromator.

3. RESULTS

The investigations described in this chapter were performed

on uranium-activated tungstates and tellurates with formula

AjBB'O, (Blt= Te or W ) . For A we used the alkaline-earth ions

Ca, Sr, Ba. The B ions were the alkaline-earth ions, Zn or Cd.

The excitation and emission spectra show in mean lines the same

bands for all compounds. At RT all compounds show a green narrow-band

emission. Its efficiency can be very high (quantum efficiencies of about

70% were obtained, see ref.12). This emission is undoubtedly due to

the presence of uranium since it is absent in the unactivated samples.

The spectral distribution of the emission is independent of the

excitation wavelength. The corrected emission curves are asymmetric

and skewed towards the long-wavelength side. At lower temperatures
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5'
the emission spectra show extensive vibrational fine structure. 5

This structure was studied in more detail for S^MgW^ QQ-JUQ oo3°6f &

the emission of which at LNT is presented in fig.2. The position .:

of the vibronics and their assignments are listed in table I. i;

The indication of the pattern starts with four lines j»»b_,£ and d_, If

of which b_ and <i are repeated at constant intervals of one and two •]

times 810 cm as £, £ and £,h_, respectively. The pattern consisting ]

-1 '%
of the lines £ to ti is also observed with a shift of 90 cm and ;

i

65 cm" to the long and short wavelength side, respectively. These j
-;

>'l

patterns are less intense. ]

The pattern of the fine structure depends strongly on the 1
i

uranium concentration-. In fig.3 emission spectra at LHeT of |
'I

Ba„ZnW0,-U are shown for two different uranium concentrations. The I2 6 I
pattern of the emission of Ba-ZnW. gg^U- Q Q 3 O , is similar to that |

'Iof Sr2MgWQ Q Q 7 U O 003°6 ^n f*6- 2 and corresponding lines in these pp
spectra are labeled with identical letters (see also table II).

The pattern in the emission of Ba.ZnW. Q CU n n c 0 , , however, differs
i. U.3J U.U3 D

from these and shows some other intense lines situated at the long

wavelength side of a

Representative examples of the excitation and diffuse reflection

spectra are given in figs.4 and 5, respectively. The excitation

spectra contain two bands in the ultraviolet and one in the visible region.

The analogy with the diffuse reflection spectra is obvious. In the

excitation band in the ultraviolet region (around 350 nm) fine structure

can be observed at lower temperatures. The pattern is different from
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that in the emission. It is also much less pronounced. In table III

the energy of several vibronics is tabulated for this excitation

band in the spectrum of Ba2MgWQ 9 9 7U Q 003°6
 at LHeT C f i8- 6)'

The lowest-energy line £ is repeated for several times as

£,e_ and £ at constant intervals of about 800 cm . In addition,

there is a distinct coupling with another phonon which is responsible

for the lines b_, <i and f_. It must be noted that the inaccuracy in

the values given in table III is much larger than that in the values

in table I.

The structure of the excitation band in the visible region is

not easy to determine. The correction for the lamp intensity is

inaccurate because of the complex Xe-lamp spectrum which has several

lines in this region. This will disturb the observation of the fivie

structure. Moreover, this band is situated very close to the emission

band, so that it is difficult to separate the exciting radiation

from the emission. Nevertheless the presence of fine structure in this

band is beyond doubt.

In the system Ba.MgW U 0, the concentration dependence of the

uranium emission intensity and the decay time was studied (fig.7).

Excitation was mainly into the band in the long wavelength ultraviolet

region. The emission intensity increases and the decay time is

constant up to about x • 0.02. For higher uranium content concentration

quenching of the uranium emission occurs * In view of this the value

x = 0.003 was chosen for a great part of the experiments in order

to prevent radiationless losses by energy transfer between uranate

centres, followed by transfer to killer sites.



Sr2MgWQ997Ua003O6

450 500 550 600
Mnm)

n mFig.2. Emission spectrum of Sr2MgW_ QQ-JVQ QO3°6
 a t ^ f o r

excitation. * denotes the spectral radiant power in arbitrary units,
The lines are numbered according to table I .



Table I. Analysis of the emission spectrum of Sr2MSWo.99?UO.OO3°6 at LOT (fi8-2)'

The position of the vibronics is given in terms of the energy of the lines a, a' and a " and

the vibrational excitation A in the grouad state.

line

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

energy (cm )

20,300

A (cm"1)

0

240

375

655

1040

1470

1850

2280

line

a'

b1

c'

d'

e'

f'

8'

h'

energy (cm )

20,210

A (cm"1)

0

235

375

685

1Q45.

1495

1895

2320

line

a"

b "

d"

f"

energy (cm )

20,365

A(cm"1)

0

255

665

1480

assignment

zero-phonon

transition

+ V6

+ v4

+ *3

+ v6 + v]

* v 3 + v,

+ V6 + 2vl

* v3 + 2 V ]

<J



Ba2ZnWO95UOO5O6

520 540 560 580 600

Fig.3. Emission spectra of Ba2ZnWO,-U at LHeT for different uranium concentrations.

Excitation wavelength mainly 366 tun. * gives the spectral radiant power in arbitrary

units. The lines are numbered according to table II.



Table II. Analysis of the emission spectra of Ba2ZnWQ «97^0 0O3°6
 and B a2 Z n Wn 95U0 05°6 at LHeT <'see als0 fi

line

al

bl

dl

a, + v,

el

fl

Ba2ZnW0.997U0.

energy (cm )

19,100

18,850

18,520

18,350

18,075

17,750

003°6

A (cm"1)

0

250

580

750

1025

1350

from these values it follows
v. « 765 cm .

we estimate the zero-phonon
(viz. a3) to be situated at

assignment

zero-phonon

+ V6

+ V3

+ vl

+ V6 + vl

+ v3 + v,

that

transition.(3)
18,920 cm

(1)

{

line

al

a2

b2

d2

a2 + v,

e2

a2 • 2v,

b3

d3

e3

B a2 Z n W0.95 U

energy (cm )

19,100

0.05°6

A (cm )

0

vibronics belonging to a. have
tabulated here.

18,785

18,520

18,215

18,020

17,750

17,240

18,670

18,330

17,905

0

265

570

765

1035

1545

?

?

?

assignment

zero-phonon (1)

not been

zero-phonon (2)

+ V6

+ v3

+ vl

+ 2v.

+ V6

+ V3

+ v6 + v,



Ca2MgWa 9 9 7Ua 0 0 3O6

Fig.4. Relative excitation spectrum of the green emission of CaJNgWg 9 9 7 ^ QQqOg at room temperature
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1 Sr2MgWO95UOO5O6(RT)
2 Ba2ZnWQ95Uo05O6(RT)

20 40

i g . 5 . Diffuse reflection spectra of Sr2MgW0>g5Uo0506 and Ba2ZnWog5Uo

at room temperature.



Ba2MgW0997U0003O6

g f (LHeT.)

340 360 380
X(nm)

400

Fig.6. A part of the excitation spectrum of the green emission of

BaJKgW O Q 7U n niv,0, at LHeT. The lines are numbered according to table III.
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Table III. Position of vibronics in the excitation band of BaJMgW. aaJJn nn_0
1- 0.997 0.003 6

at LHeT in the long wavelength ultraviolet region (fig.6).

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

na

404

394

390

383

379

372

368

24.8

25.4

25.6

26.1

26.4

26.9

27.2

energy

0

0.8

2 x 0.8

3 x 0.8

difference

0.6

1.3

2.1

(fcK)

* 0.

= 2

relative to a

8 + 0.5

x 0.8 + 0.5
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Fig. 7. Decay time T (in ys) and intensity I (in relative units) of the green

emission of Ba2MgW U 0, at room temperature as a function of the uranium

concentration x. Excitation wavelength mainly 366 nm.
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4. DISCUSSION

4.e The emission transition

Before starting the assignment of the vibrational pattern in the

low temperature emission, vibrations which may play a role will be

surveyed. Vibrational spectroscopie investigations on the perovskites

A-BB'O, have revealed that there is a separation between the internal

vibrational modes of the B'O, octahedron and the external modes (16,20).

For the B*CL octahedron group theoretical considerations represent

the normal modes as: A. + E + 2T, + T_ + T_ . The modes
Ig g lu 2g 2u

Ala^ VP* E K ^ V 2 ^
 an<* T2e^v5^ are RaEian~active» tne two Ti nodes

<v. and v,) are ir-active, while T_ (vg) is inactive. For some

compounds A„BUO, and A_BW0, the frequencies of the vibrations

v. to v, are summarized in table IV , as observed in ir and Raman

spectra. We will now show that it is possible to assign the vibrational

fine structure observed in terms of these internal, optical k = 0

modes.

An inspection of the energy differences between the several

vibronics as given in table I learns that coupling takes place with

more than one single type of vibrational mode. This is in contrast
2+with the pattern of the U0» emission, which is mainly dominated by

coupling with one type, viz. the symmetrical uranyl stretching

vibration ( 3 ) . Clearly the spectrum in fig.2 cannot be assigned in

this way. If we assign the intense, sharp line _a to the zero-phonon

transition, a comparison between the positions of the vibronics relative

to line a. and the frequencies in table IV reveals that there is a



Table IV. Summary of normal vibrational frequencies of the octahedral B'O, group in ordered perovskites A2BB'O&.

Values are given in cm .

K>
M

compound

Ba2MgWO6

Sr2MgWO6

Sr2MgUO6

Ba2ZnWOfi

Ba.ZnUO,
4. 0

Ba2CdMO6

v,(AJg) v2(Eg)

818

865

756

822

762

845

620 (sh)

668 (sh)

590

605

600

620

W
435 ; 386; 355

390 (sh)

360

357

310

340

w
445

457

374

431

348

405 *

ref.

16

16

*)

17

17

17

(sh) means that the band is accompanied by a shoulder

*) The Raman spectrum of this compound was recorded by Mr T.L. Snoeck of the University of Amsterdam.

The infrared spectrum was recorded at our laboratory.
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coupling with the two T. modes v, and v.. The vibration of 240 cm

(table I) corresponds probably to the normal mode T_ (vfi). This mode

is ir inactive; to get some idea of its frequency usually the relation

vfi = v5/V2 is used. In view of this our assignment seems to be

reasonable. Note that the coupling with v, is much weaker than with

v_ or v,. The vibronics are ascribed to coupling with ungerade

vibrational modes. Gerade vibrational modes do not play a role in

our assignment. The relatively regular repetition of the lines b_

and d as e and f_, and as £ and h_ at an interval of about 810 cm

is attributed to coupling with the vi(A. ) mode. Its value is rather

high in view of the values observed for uranates (see table IV).

However, the uranium ion is present in a tungstate host lattice

in which it occupies a lattice site which is somewhat too small to

accomodate the uranium ion easily (compare the ionic radii of U

and W for six-coordination, viz. 0.73 8 and 0.60 &, respectively (22)).

This may enhance the value of the breathing mode A. . Vibrational

spectroscopie investigations on solid solutions have learned that

the frequencies of vibrational modes are influenced by this (23-25).

For example, Tarte has investigated solid solutions Zn2(Si, Ge)0,

(23). The value of the vj(AjE) vibrational mode of the GeO^ group

present in Zn.SiO, is higher than that of the same group in

Superposed on this vibrational pattern we observe two similar,
-1

less intense patterns. The more intense of these is shifted 90 cm



to lower, the other 65 cm" to higher wavenumbers (see table I). The

vibronics in these patterns are indicated in the same way as before,

but one or two accents are added, respectively. The agreement of

these patterns with our assignments can be judged from table I.

The existence of several similar patterns suggests the presence

of emitting centres with different surroundings. Note that the ordered

perovskite structure allows only one crystallographic site for the B ' |

1
ions. Obvious possibilities for different centres are uranate groups |

I
associated with defects or uranate group clusters. The former

has also been considered in the case of tungstate luminescence

from compounds A2MgW0, (26). The latter follows from the fact that

for 3 t, U distributed statistically among the B' lattice only 96.4 %

of the uranium ions occur as singles.

The observed pattern of the fine structure in the emission

depends on the uranium concentration, as for example shown in fig.3.

The emission spectra of compounds with low uranium content have
I

similar patterns (see figs. 2 and 3, tables I and II). The vibronics
i

in the emission of Ba^ZnW. g5U0 QcOg are assigned to a coupling i

of the pure electronic transition with the same type of vibrations

as in the spectrum of Ba2ZnWQ gg7^0 QO3°6 ^see table IX and f i 8 « 3 ) '

Therefore we have to assume, however, that in the former spectrum at

least two zero-phonon lines more are present than in the latter.

These two extra zero phonon lines (a, and a,) are shifted to longer

wavelengths relative to the zero-phonon transition a which is also

present in the emission of Ba2ZnWQ gg7UQ 00306« Note that the zero-phonon
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line a_ is not observed, but this transition must be situated at

about 18,920 cm (528 nm) as we have deduced from our assignments

in table II. The influence of the uranium concentration on the emission

fine structure may be explained by the increasing occurrence of energy

transfer with increasing concentration (see below). The energy

can be transferred from uranate to uranate group and a great part of

the emission will come from centres that have their emission at

longer wavelengths.

2+It is generally recognized that the emission of U0„ displays

also considerable fine structure (27). In contrast to our pattern,

sets of equi distent lines appear in this case. This is evidence for a

stronger vibronic coupling which gives rise to a fine structure

pattern that is dominated by a progression in the symmetrical stretching

vibration. Mostly, this fine structure is aasily observable at

room temperature (28). In the emission of UO, groups there is

essentially one-phonon coupling. More-phonon lines are very weak.

A resemblance with our pattern is found in the emission spectra

of Y,W0._-U (13) and CaFo-U (29). In the former compound undoubtedly

UO, groups are present. However, for CaF2-U Hanson et al. could

not unambiguously decide between UO» and UO, groups. The pattern

of the vibrational fine structure in the emission may be a way to

determine the oxygen coordination number. In view of the fine structure

observed the emission from CaF_-U (29) must originate from UO, groups.

Manson et al. have shown that the zero-phonon line in the emission
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of CaF2-U is of magnetic dipole origin (29). This, together with the

interpretation of the vibrational fine structure and the results of

the decay tinie measurements (30) proves that the emission from the

U0^~ group is a parity-forbidden electric-dipole transition which
6

becomes vibronically allowed. In a recent paper J»Srgensen and Reisfeld

2+
have argued that the emission arising from a U0_ group is also

parity-forbidden (7).

For a series of compounds the decay time was considered in

relation with the deviation from cubic symmetry at the uranium site.

This was done with values of the decay time obtained at LNT (30).

At this moment these measurements have been extended to temperatures

down to LHeT. The conclusion drawn in ref. (30) remains valid. In

table V the deviation from cubic site symmetry increases from top to

bottom as deduced from broadening of ir absorption bands. In the same

direction the decay time decreases. We have also noted that the decay

time is temperature dependent due to the increase of the emission

transition probability with increasing temperature. This dependence

can be described by a factor [ exp (hv /kT) -lj , where v is the

frequency of a phonon-iri the excited electronic state (31). In fig.8

an example of a fit to the experimental results is given. This was

done for v& = 190 cm , which may correspond with the value of v

in the excited state (30).

In conclusion the features of the emission of the octahedral

U06 group can be interpreted in terms of a parity-prohibition.
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Table V. Decay time of the emission of uranium-activated oxides with

perovskite structure at LHeT. Mainly 366 ma excitation. All compounds

contain 0.3 mol percent U

Ba2MgWO6

BaoCaW0,

Ba2StWO6

Ba2CdWOfi

Ba-BaWO,

340 us

320 us

320 us

265 us

220 us

100 us

Ba„MgWO, 340 us

Sr2MgWO, 305 us

Ca2MgWO, 270 us
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Fig.8. Temperature dependence of the decay time x (in us) and the intensity I (in relative units) of the

green emission of Ca2MgVL ogyU-. oo3°6'
 Ma"*ly ^fó nm excitation.
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2+The emission of the UO. group has probably to be considered in

the same way as already indicated by J^rgensen and Reisfeld (7).

4. b The excitation transitions.

First the excitation bands in the visible and near ultraviolet

region will be discussed. These two bands are observed in a region

where the host lattices under consideration do not show optical

absorption (16). Both bands are undoubtedly due to the presence

of uranium. The band in the ultraviolet region is much more intense

and shows fine structure in some cases. The diffuse reflection

spectra show a strong absorption band at the same energy. The

fine structure in this excitation band differs from that in the

emission band. Two types of phonons are repeated at constant

intervals for several times. A zero-phonon line is not clearly

observed. We have assumed that this is line a. As an example,

for B* MgWQ g97
U
Q n03°6

 these two Phonons are about 800 and

500 cm (see table 171). The former corresponds undoubtedly

to the v.(A. ) vibrational mode of the UO, group. The fine

structure is much less pronounced than in the emission. However,

the coupling with the v. vibrational mode is much stronger than

in the emission. In view of the strong absorption band and the

coupling with a gerade vibrational mode this excitation band

must be due to an allowed electronic transition. Consequently

the other phonon must also be a gerade vibrational mode and may

correspond to the v.(E ) . There is an additional band in the
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visible region. This band also shows fine structure. We were

not able to obtain a reliable pattern of this structure because

of reasons mentioned above.

Kenmler-Sack has reported the diffuse reflection spectra

of compounds AjBUO, (32). She reports a complicated collection

of bands, which after inspection can be separated into two

groups that are comparable with our two excitation bands. The

group in the visible region (between 17.8 and 22.8 kK) contains !

some bands which are observed as shoulders. She does not rule

out the possibility that these bands have to be assigned to

vibrational structure. Dependent on the choice of the alkaline-

earth ions the intensity of this group of bands varies, while

the intensity of the absorption band at higher wavenumbers,

resembling our excitation band in the ultraviolet region, remains

almost constant. The intensity of the former bands increases if

the size of the cation A decreases. The choice of a small cation

A will lead to a distortion of the ideal cubic lattice. This may

result in a removal of inversion symmetry at the B' site. This

observation runs parallel with our observations on the decay time

of the emission (see table V).and may indicate that the absorption

band in the visible region is parity-forbidden.

The assignment of the excitation bands to electronic transitions

is not simple. Jfirgensen has discussed the relative order of

ligand m.o.'s for hexahalide complexes (33). This order is

assumed to be
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ir t ] g > <ir+ö>tlu >

It is generally assumed that in uranium the 5£ level is at lower

energy than the 6d level. The sevenfold degenerate 5f level

splits due to the combined action of spin-orbit interaction

and the octahedral crystal field, as has been discussed for example

for U + (34,35). The excitation band in the ultraviolet region

will undoubtedly correspond to the first allowed charge transfer

transition from the ligand m.o.'s to the uranium ion. So, we

ascribe this band to the ir t. "*" 5f transition. In the case of

4f group hexahalides the first electron transfer band is also

ascribed to the Laporte-allowed transition it t. •+ 4f (36).

Hoefdraad has reported the charge-transfer spectra of some 4f

group elements in a number of oxides (37). The first charge-transfer

band is assigned to the transition t. -*-Uf. Recently Alberda and

Blasse studying the uranium luminescence of Y.Li^Te^O „-II proposed

another possibility to assign the intense charge-transfer band,

viz. a transition from the ligand m.o.'s to the Sd level of

uranium (38). They preferred this possibility because their

excitation spectra did not reveal vibrational fine structure.

In view of the present results that definitely show the presence of

vibrational fine structure in the ultraviolet absorption band,

we feel that our assignment is to be preferred. In addition,

Jrfrgensen has noted that the octahedral molecules MoFg and WF̂ . have their

first strong absorption band (charge transfer to the empty metal
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5d level) at 54 and 57 kK, respectively, whereas UF, has its

first strong absorption band (charge transfer to empty 5f level)

at much lower wavenumbers, viz. 24 kK (39). He has concluded

that the electron affinity of the empty 5f level in U is much \

higher than that of the 5d level in W . The charge transfer

absorption band involving the 5d level of W in.our host

lattices is situated at energies higher than the excitation

band in the ultraviolet (16). So, our assignment of this band

to the ir t, -*- 5f transition does not seem to be unreasonable,
'g

The excitation band in the visible region is a parity-forbidden

transition. Its position is close to the emission band. We

have no other possibility than to ascribe both this excitation band and

the emission band to the parity-forbidden f t . •*• 5f transition

and its reverse, respectively. We note that the characteristic

weak absorption band with vibrational structure centered around 24 kK

in U02 is assumed to be the first electron transfer band due

to the parity-forbidden transition it •+ 5f (33).

A consequence of the assignment of the weak band in the

visible region is an arrangement of the ligand m.o.'s which is

different from the one proposed by Jfcgensen and generally accepted

for octahedral complexes (33). In our case the t. orbital lies

above the t. orbital. Schmidtke has given a topological treatment

of an octahedron of six ligands (40). His consideration leads to

the following sequence of ligand m.o.'s :
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t, > t. « e > t„ > t_ > t, > a.lu lg g 2u 2g lu lg

The highest ligand m.o. is a t. orbital, in accordance with our

assignments. We feel that the J^rgensen sequence may not be

valid for all octahedral complexes.

The presence of the excitation band in the visible region

must account for the observed concentration quenching of the

luminescence. In the Dexter-Schulman model this is determined

by the spectral overlap between the absorption and the emission

band of the uranate group (41). In view of the low concentration

for which the quenching starts this overlap must be considerable.

The dependence of the emission intensity on the uranium concentration

at BT (fig.7), shows that the critical concentration amounts

to about x = 0.02. For x values larger than 0.02 a further

increase of the emission intensity is not observed. Simultaneously

the decay time decreases. This may indicate an increase of the

non-radiative processes. From this value of x we estimate

the critical distance for energy transfer between uranate groups

to be 25 X.

The excitation band in the short wavelength ultraviolet

region is easy to explain in the case of the tungstates. At these

energies the host lattice absorption is very strong so that we

ascribe this excitation band to host lattice excitation followed

by energy transfer to the uranate group. In the tungstates the

influence of temperature on the relative intensity of this excitation

band is remarkable. Moreover, this also depends on the host lattice.

This has been explained by the occurrence of energy transfer and
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has been discussed in more detail elsewhere (21).

In the case of the uranium-activated tellurates this

excitation band shows a different behaviour. The band is less

complicated. Its intensity relative to the excitation band

assigned to the t. •*• f transition is temperature independent.

Further the influence of the host lattice on the position of

both bands is the same: the difference between their spectral

positions remains constant (about 1.0 eV). Previously, Blasse

observed for Li_NbO,-U an excitation band at about the same energy (13).

It has been ascribed to absorption by the activator (U0, ) since

undoped Li-NbO, does not show absorption in that region. So,

for Ü in Li3Nb0, the band at 270 nm is the next charge transfer

absorption band which will be due to the transition t + 6d

or to another transition t -+ 5f. In this compound the intensity

ratio of the two excitation bands is equal to that in the tellurates,

whereas the energy difference amounts 0.8 eV. The unactivated

tellurates show strong absorption in the region where this band

is observed, but do not luminesce. However, energy transfer from

the tellurate to the uran ategroups may occur by a mechanism

which is different from that for the transfer from tungstate to

uranate groups. We conclude that this variety of possibilities

makes a definite choice for the assignment of this band in

the tellurates very difficult.

In conclusion we have presented evidence for the existence

of octahedral UOg groups in oxides. The interpretation of the »
I

nature of the transitions involved in the luminescence mechanism
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of the UO, group may be helpful in studying the optical properties

2+
of the UO, group. Moreover, we have indicated a possibility

2+ fi—

to discern the presence of U0_ groups from that of UO,. groups

in oxides. The influence of the surroundings of the latter on

its luminescence properties will be discussed in chapter III.
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